Classic ecological theory predicts that the evolution of sexual dimorphism constrains diversification by limiting morphospace available for speciation. Alternatively, sexual selection may lead to the evolution of reproductive isolation and increased diversification. We test contrasting predictions of these hypotheses by examining the relationship between sexual dimorphism and diversification in amphibians. Our analysis shows that the evolution of sexual size dimorphism (SSD) is associated with increased diversification and speciation, contrary to the ecological theory. Further, this result is unlikely to be explained by traditional sexual selection models because variation in amphibian SSD is unlikely to be driven entirely by sexual selection. We suggest that relaxing a central assumption of classic ecological modelsthat the sexes share a common adaptive landscape-leads to the alternative hypothesis that independent evolution of the sexes may promote diversification. Once the constraints of sexual conflict are relaxed, the sexes can explore morphospace that would otherwise be inaccessible. Consistent with this novel hypothesis, the evolution of SSD in amphibians is associated with reduced current extinction threat status, and an historical reduction in extinction rate. Our work reconciles conflicting predictions from ecological and evolutionary theory and illustrates that the ability of the sexes to evolve independently is associated with a spectacular vertebrate radiation.
Introduction
The role of sexual dimorphism in adaptive radiation is uncertain. Ecological theory predicts that sexual dimorphism in ecologically relevant traits may limit diversification during adaptive radiation if sexually dimorphic species occupy a greater volume of morphospace and thus limit ecological opportunity for speciation [1] [2] [3] . Similarly, disruptive selection created by intraspecific resource competition can lead to the evolution of sexual dimorphism and a relaxation of selection for lineage divergence [4] . These ecological predictions are in contrast to sexual selection theory, which generally predicts a positive association between sexual dimorphism and speciation, when sexual dimorphism indicates a history of sexual selection. Sexual selection can promote reproductive isolation [5] , therefore cementing speciation, and increase the rate of adaptation to a novel environment [6, 7] . In addition, sexual selection in one sex combined with an intersexual genetic correlation can produce a correlated peak shift in the sex under indirect selection [8, 9] . Although sexual selection is often expected to lead to increased extinction rates [10, 11] , empirical examples are equivocal [12, 13] . Thus, ecological and evolutionary theory makes opposing predictions for the role of sexual dimorphism in macroevolutionary diversification. Reconciling these alternative views of sexual dimorphism is a major obstacle in the study of organismal diversity, yet has received little attention.
Here, we examine the relationship between sexual size dimorphism (SSD) and diversity dynamics across the Amphibia, a large and highly diverse vertebrate clade. Modern amphibians diverged from related tetrapods in the Carboniferous over 300 Ma [14] . Despite these ancient origins, over 80% of the extant amphibian diversity arose in or after the Late Cretaceous, less than 100 Ma [15] . This recent diversification includes some of the most exceptional known vertebrate radiations. For example, the hyloid frog genus Pristimantis, which is less than 50 Myr old [14, 16] , is the most speciose vertebrate genus ( [16] ; n ¼ 458, [17] ). Despite recent high net diversification and a poor fossil record, time-calibrated molecular phylogenies suggest background extinction rates have been high throughout the history of the amphibian diversification [15, 18] . Today, amphibians are undergoing a mass extinction driven by climate change, pathogens and habitat loss [19] .
Further, extant amphibians exhibit a remarkable degree of variation in sexual dimorphism, particularly in body size [20] . SSD in amphibians is on average female-biased (females larger) but varies considerably across species and clades [20, 21] . Critically, much of this variation in SSD appears to be driven by direct selection on female size, more so than male size [20] , suggesting SSD is not simply a proxy for the strength of sexual selection. Moreover, because amphibians exhibit markedly conserved body shape within orders, SSD may summarize sexual divergence in life history and ecology. Thus, SSD is a simple univariate measure that captures a degree of multivariate ecologically relevant divergence between the sexes. If SSD reflects ecological divergence between the sexes, classic ecological theory would predict a trade-off between diversification and the evolution of SSD during the process of amphibian diversification.
Material and methods (a) Data acquisition
Body size data were obtained from a dataset of male and female average body lengths of 1139 amphibian species compiled from the literature [20] . (Data available on the Dryad Digital Repository, http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.24251.) SSD was calculated as larger sex/smaller sex 21, arbitrarily set negative for malelarger species [22] . Species' average body size was calculated as the log-transformed average of male and female size. We calculated mean values for as many non-nested monophyletic families and subfamilies as possible (n ¼ 49). We obtained the approximate latitudinal midpoint for species in our dataset from the IUCN Red List database of species range maps, accessed through Amphibiaweb (http://amphibiaweb.org/). We transformed raw latitudes to their absolute values prior to analysis. The numbers of known species in each of the 49 clades in our dataset were obtained from the Amphibian Species of the World v. 5.6 database [17] . The taxonomy of this database coincides with recent phylogenetic hypotheses [17, 23] . We obtained extinction risk for all species in our dataset for which assessments had been made from the IUCN Red List (http://www. iucnredlist.org/) [24] .
Our phylogenetic hypothesis for both our clade-level and species-level analysis is taken from a recent amphibian phylogeny [23] . We used penalized maximum likelihood to date this tree; we used fossil calibration points compiled by Wiens [25] to set known minimum ages for these nodes, with the addition of a minimum age constraint of 93.9 Ma for the Caecilidae crown group based on Cretaceous fossil evidence [26] . Rather than place an age constraint on the root to estimate the crown age of the tree, we fixed the crown to the 306 Ma estimate from Pyron's hybrid fossil/ molecular Bayesian analysis, where this date was estimated using data from other tetrapods [14] . Thus, all nodes with the exception of the crown were estimated; generous maximum age constraints were placed on nodes with minimum age constraints (necessary in 'chronos' in APE [27] in R to avoid fixing the node at the minimum age). We used a strict clock model because this has been shown to provide robust branch length estimates [28] . From this tree and the clade species richness data, we estimated diversification rates (l ¼ b2d) for each clade for which we had sufficient data (see above; maximum likelihood (ML) diversification rates could not be fitted for clades with fewer than three extant species) using maximum-likelihood birth-death models [29] accounting for incomplete taxon sampling in Diversitree [30] in R. Our estimates of clade age were similar (r ¼ 0.86) to another chronogram [18] recently estimated using similar procedures and the same molecular phylogeny, although our estimates of stem age were younger for many clades (electronic supplementary material, table S7). To assess the sensitivity of our results to the estimated divergence times, we repeated our entire data analysis using Pyron & Wiens' [18] chronogram. We present the full results of this analysis in the electronic supplementary material, but present results from both analyses below wherever inconsistency arose. Our full dataset and dated phylogeny are available on Dryad (doi:10.5061/dryad.j7090), and clade-level summary statistics are presented in electronic supplementary material, table S7.
(b) Statistical analysis: phylogenetic mixed models
We used a series of phylogenetic generalized linear mixed models [31] to assess the effects of SSD and other predictors on clade diversification rate, clade species richness and extinction risk at the species level. We choose to model both diversification rate and species richness because although diversification rate can be a meaningless estimator if clade diversity dynamics are at an ecologically imposed equilibrium [32] , amphibian diversification may violate this equilibrium assumption [15, 33] .
Our model with diversification rate as the dependent variable included clade average body size, SSD and clade average latitude as independent variables. We did not include clade age in this model because it is mathematically confounded with the diversification rate l. We treated the residual error as exponentially distributed [34] and excluded one outlier clade (Hyperoliidae, b-d ¼ 0.82) whose estimate of diversification rate was 6 s.d. from the mean. Including this clade did not affect our conclusions (see electronic supplementary material). We repeated this analysis with species richness (N) as the dependent variable and assumed a geometric error distribution [34] . To account for differences in clade age, we included stem age as a fixed effect. We modelled an overdispersion parameter in both models to allow for the possibility of unexplained (by the fixed effects and macroevolutionary model) variance in the response [31] . We set a lower bound of 0 for the phylogenetic variance component.
IUCN extinction risk is an ordinal, categorical estimate of extinction threat that represents an underlying continuous latent variable (the unknown true extinction risk). Thus, we used a linear model with multinomial error and a cumulative probit link function to assess the effect of species SSD, average body size, lineage age (the terminal edge length from the dated tree) and species latitudinal midpoint on the probability of transitioning to a higher extinction threat category, accounting for phylogeny (n ¼ 708 species for which we had phylogenetic, dimorphism and IUCN data). An overdispersion parameter is not estimable in multinomial mixed models, so no R-side random effects were modelled. As a caveat, IUCN extinction risk estimates are influenced by data availability and may thus be taxonomically skewed. However, in amphibians, where most new and poorly described species are in the tropics, including latitude as a covariate in analyses of IUCN extinction risk may in part control for any taxonomic skew in extinction risk.
Fixed effect parameter estimates in tables are based on analyses with the independent variables standardized to unit variance to make effect sizes comparable across variables in a model. All models were fit using residual maximum pseudo-likelihood in the GLIMMIX procedure in SAS v. 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Example SAS code to fit phylogenetic mixed models is provided in the electronic supplementary material.
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Although the clade-level analysis of diversification described above can indicate if shifts in dimorphism across amphibian clades have been associated with changes in diversification, recent advances in comparative methods allow the direct estimation of trait-dependent diversification on a species-level phylogeny [35, 36] . We fit maximum-likelihood models of SSDdependent diversification using QuaSSE [35] in the Diversitree package [30] in R using the dated amphibian phylogeny (see above). This approach allows speciation and extinction rates to vary as any specified function of a quantitative trait. We fit candidate models that allowed speciation rate to be constant, or vary in a linear, sigmoidal or Gaussian ('hump-shaped') manner with SSD, accounting for incomplete taxon sampling (n ¼ 759 species from the phylogeny for which we had dimorphism data). For each candidate speciation function, we fit a model with extinction either as constant or a linear function of SSD. Although it is possible to fit complicated extinction functions using the QuaSSE approach, recovering relationships between traits and extinction on molecular phylogenies is tenuous, and at best only general patterns can sometimes be recovered [35] . For each candidate combination of speciation and extinction, we allowed for the possibility of a directional bias in phenotypic evolution through time. We ranked the fitted models by AIC.
Although the QuaSSE analysis (and clade diversification rate estimates) account for incomplete taxon sampling, this sampling is assumed to be random with respect to the quantitative trait of interest. We found only weak evidence for a relationship between mean SSD and clade sampling fraction in our dataset (r ¼ 20.25, p ¼ 0.08, with outlier dropped), suggesting that non-random sampling of species with respect to SSD is unlikely to affect our conclusions. It is, however, unclear exactly how sensitive QuaSSE analyses are to deviations from non-random sampling. To ensure that our general conclusions were robust to amongclade variation in taxon sampling, we repeated the clade-level phylogenetic mixed models incorporating sampling fraction as a weight term in the analysis, using the weight statement in proc GLIMMIX, which gives less weight to poorly sampled clades. Conclusions remain unchanged (electronic supplementary material, table S6), suggesting our results are robust to variation in taxon sampling. Further, we note that because coverage of diverse clades in both the phylogeny and our body size dataset is poor in comparison to species-depauperate clades, among-clade disparity in diversification is likely underestimated (conclusions should be conservative). Additionally, there is no evidence in amphibians that SSD is at all related to taxonomic decisions associated with the assignment of species status.
Results
SSD is a significant predictor of diversification rate and species richness across amphibian clades ( figure 1 and table 1 table S3c ). Thus, although SSD was generally a positive predictor of diversification rate, the relative contributions of SSD, latitude and body size in part depends on the divergence times and estimation procedure used to estimate clade-specific diversification rates.
Across species, SSD is a significant predictor of current extinction risk (figure 2). Parameter estimates indicate that SSD is negatively associated with the probability of a transition to higher extinction threat level across species (phylogenetic generalized mixed model: A joint analysis of the evolution of dimorphism and diversification on the phylogeny [35] provides unequivocal support for a relationship between SSD and diversification; all models (table 3 , divergence times estimated in this study; electronic supplementary material, table S5, alternative dating scheme). A single top-ranked model was clearly favoured over the candidate set using our divergence time estimates (table 3) , indicating a Gaussian ('hump-shaped') relationship between SSD and speciation rate with a peak at a moderate value of dimorphism (0.177) significantly greater than both 0 (i.e. sexual monomorphism, Dlog L ¼ 423.7, p 0; figure 3 ) and the modal value of SSD (Dlog L ¼ 103.6, p 0; figure 3 ). This model also indicated a negative relationship between SSD and extinction rate, and thus an overall positive relationship between SSD and net diversification rate (speciation-extinction, figure 3b). These parameter estimates were generally robust to divergence times used; fitting this model to Pyron & Wiens' [18] dated tree recovered the same overall pattern between SSD, speciation and extinction (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). However, relative to other models in the candidate set, a sigmoidal relationship between SSD and speciation with constant extinction had greatest support using this dating scheme (electronic supplementary material, table S5). This model indicates a positive, saturating relationship between SSD and diversification rate that is similar in overall shape to that estimated using our divergence time estimates. Taken together, these results provide unanimous support for SSD as a positive predictor of diversification rate through an increase in speciation, with additional support for a negative relationship between SSD and extinction rate that depends to a degree on the dating scheme used.
Discussion
We show that SSD is positively associated with net diversification and diversification rate across amphibian clades and negatively associated with extinction risk across species. Further, the evolution of sexual dimorphism is associated with both increased speciation and reduced extinction across the phylogeny. SSD is generally a stronger and more consistent predictor of diversification and extinction than body size and was a more consistent predictor of net diversification than latitude across our analyses (tables 1 and 2). Because latitudinal variation in diversification has played a key role in generating the global distribution of extant amphibian species richness [18] , our work illustrates that the evolution of SSD can influence diversification jointly with latitude, as reflected in their similar effect sizes in several of our analyses (tables 1 and 2; electronic supplementary material, S1-S4). In amphibians, the pattern of lineage accumulation through the past 300 Myr suggests that both high speciation and extinction rates have contributed to turnover responsible for generating patterns of extant diversity [15, 18] . Our results indicate two roles for the evolution of SSD in this diversification. First, the association between SSD and both historical and current extinction risk (figures 2 and 3) suggests that reduced extinction in dimorphic species has contributed to historical diversity dynamics that correspond with current global patterns of amphibian decline and extinction, although the relative support for an historical role for SSD-dependent extinction depended on the divergence time estimates used. Second, the fact that the most diverse clades are recent in origin [33] suggests that SSD is also associated with increased speciation, which is corroborated by our consistent estimates of a positive relationship between SSD and speciation. Thus, our results suggest that the evolution of female-biased SSD has been associated with both elevated speciation, as well as an ongoing history of reduced extinction. These data conflict with the ecological hypotheses for the role of sexual dimorphism in diversification. Although the observed relationship between SSD and clade diversification and speciation is consistent with predictions of sexual selection theory, past work suggests that sexual selection may fail to explain variation in SSD in amphibians because divergence in female size is a more important contributor to SSD than male size divergence [20] . Further, sexual selection theory generally predicts a positive relationship between dimorphism and extinction, opposite to the negative relationship between dimorphism and extinction illustrated here. Thus, the patterns of dimorphismdependent diversification that we have observed in amphibians are unlikely to be explained entirely by sexual selection.
We propose that relaxing an unrealistic assumption of traditional ecological hypotheses-that males and females share a common set of adaptive zones in phenotype space-leads to an alternative hypothesis that independent evolution of the sexes may promote diversification into otherwise inaccessible adaptive zones. A key assumption of the ecological theory of sexual dimorphism is that points in phenotype space that represent a natural selection peak in population mean fitness of one sex would, for example, also maximize mean fitness for the other sex of another species. Yet recent empirical evidence from lizards [2] , stickleback [37] and stick insects [38] demonstrates that large regions of ecologically relevant morphospace in adaptive radiations of all scales can be sex-specific. In other words, ecological opportunity is sex-specific. In fact, the prevalence of sexually antagonistic selection [39] implies that there are regions of the adaptive landscape that are sex-specific, and thus inaccessible for a sexually monomorphic lineage where males and females are constrained from evolving independently, for example through intersexual genetic correlations [40] . In addition, the sexes themselves are defined by divergent life-history strategies of gamete investment that are expected to lead to sexual conflict over divergent optima for many traits [41] (see the electronic supplementary material). The ability of a lineage to sexually diverge can be seen then as an innovation, rather than a constraint, which allows exploration of this sex-specific morphospace, thereby promoting diversification. Distinct from evolutionary genetic models that rely on intersexual genetic correlations to produce sexually correlated peak shifts [8, 9] , relaxing constraints on the independent evolution of the sexes may allow a lineage to diversify into sex-specific adaptive zones. If the ability of the sexes to evolve independently promotes diversification into sex-specific adaptive zones, then we expect that dimorphism, which is both an index of past sexually antagonistic selection and the ability of the sexes to genetically diverge in response, will covary positively (i) with net diversification and (ii) with the rate of diversification, because diversification is expected to be rapid during the colonization of novel adaptive zones [5, 42] , and (iii) sexual dimorphism should be associated with reduced extinction risk, because sexually monomorphic species should be maladapted if a component of adaptation is sexspecific [40] . All of these predictions are consistent with the results of our analysis of diversification in amphibians, and the latter is distinct from predictions of traditional sexual selection theory.
Amphibians exhibit the greatest diversity of reproductive modes among vertebrates, and comparative analyses indicate repeated evolution of direct development (a female-limited trait) in anurans [43] , suggesting the presence of sex-specific adaptive zones. In addition, amphibians are characterized by high sex chromosome turnover [44] , consistent with an hypothesis of pervasive sexually antagonistic selection [45] that would be expected if a large component of ecological opportunity is sex-specific. The wide variation in genetic sex-determining mechanisms and chromosome heteromorphy present in amphibians also suggests variation in the degree of genetic constraint on the evolution of sexual dimorphism [46] , consistent with our hypothesis that relaxing constraints on the evolution of dimorphism may promote diversification, as is our estimate of a phyletic trend in opposition (20.0324) to dimorphism-dependent cladogenesis in our top-ranked diversification model. Our interpretation rests on two main assumptions. First, we have assumed that female-biased SSD is not simply a proxy for the strength of sexual selection. This assumption is supported by comparative analysis of body size variation in amphibians [20] , but this comparative work cannot completely exclude the possibility that larger female size correlates with variance in male reproductive success for some unforeseen reason. Yet even if this assumption is violated, the evolution of sexual dimorphism must still be associated with an increase in ecological opportunity in order to predict diversification; this is in fact an underappreciated implicit assumption of a large body of work examining the role of sexual selection in diversification. Concomitantly, the assumption adopted by many past comparative studies, that sexual dimorphism in a single trait captures variation in the strength of total sexual selection, is likely to be violated in across-taxa comparisons. Regardless, we emphasize that our hypothesis of sex-specific ecological opportunity is not exclusive of the action of sexual selection; sexual selection and sex-specific ecological divergence may often act simultaneously [8] . A second assumption of our hypothesis is that the extent of ecological opportunity available to a sexually dimorphic lineage outweighs any loss owing to increased niche width in dimorphic species. Although formal development of the ideas presented here may inform the validity of this assumption, we see this as a largely empirical issue that may depend on the shape of the adaptive landscape on which a particular lineage is evolving. Theory suggests that sexual divergence can occur jointly with lineage divergence under some conditions of multivariate ecological opportunity [37] . Further, the ubiquity of sexually antagonistic selection in the wild [39] supports the assumption that sex-specific adaptive zones are commonplace.
Our new focus on the role of sex-specific ecological opportunity in adaptive radiation is not meant to be a singular explanation. In reality, the different models that integrate sexual dimorphism and diversification may each play a role at some point in a given radiation. For example, the scale of the radiation under question may in part determine the processes at play. Our work examined global patterns of amphibian diversification over hundreds of millions of years. At finer scales, competition may play a significant role, as suggested in Anolis lizards where dimorphism decreases with species richness across the Caribbean islands [1] [2] [3] . Incorporating time and ecological opportunity explicitly [47] may be informative to integrating these multiple hypotheses and approaches to the joint study of the evolution of the sexes and adaptive diversification.
